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Mother Nature Merits a
Human Response

Students React, Emotionally and Finanically, to Recent Disasters

By AIsHIA AKHTAR
Staff Writer

The Charles B. Wang Center held their second "In-
vocation to Nature" on Wednesday. The program was in
recognition of the natural disasters of the Tsunami of 2004,
Hurricane Katrina, and the earthquake in Kashmir.

The theme of the event was "Mother Nature bringing
out human nature." The opening remarks presented fig-
ures of how much money the Stony Brook Campus raised
toward relief efforts. "We were able to gather our nature
and help those in need," said Sunita Mukhi, Director of the.
Wang Center. Stony Brook has raised over $7,000 for the
Tsunami, around $7,200 for the Hurricane, and no official
figures have accounted regarding the relief efforts for the
Kashmir Earthquake; however, the south Asian clubs have.
raised money for the earthquake victims.

Throughout the whole program, images of all three dis-
asters were shown to supplement the various songs, poems,
dances, prayers and testimonials.

The event started with opening remarks, and was fol-
lowed by the poem, "Your Tears Are Mine" by Chanuka
Wattegama of Sri Lanka. The poem was in remembrance of
those who died in the tsunami, and read by the chairperson
in the Department of Asian and Asian American Studies,
Dr. S. Sridhar.

Later on in the program, a second poem titled "Death
Over Death," was read by graduate student, Jennifer Tjhoei.
The poem was written in Indonesia, and focused on the
spiritual aspects of life and death.

Various testimonials were delivered. The president of
Pi Delta Psi Fraternity Inc., Barney Lam, presented his
testimonial. The fraternity talked of their efforts at collect-

EVERYTHING IS
ILLUMINATED

PARADISE NOW

ing clothes and food for victims of the Tsunami disaster.
They acknowledged the mass efforts made by the Stony
Brook community for their donations. The fraternity also
mentioned how they wanted to help the Asian community
although they were not directly affected by the natural dis-
aster. A moment of silence-was held for those who lost their
lives for the three disasters, along with those who died in
the recent mudslides in the Philippines.

Another testimonial was given by the India Focus Group,
who had raised money for all three natural disasters.

Nihal Advani performed the Indian version of Pakistani
song, "Lamhey," which literally means "those memories."
"We were thinking of songs and we thought it would be
better that I do an Indian song. The song is one of my fa-
vorites. You can think of it as memories of your country or
your people," said Advani.

A musical performance was also given by Martin Loyato,
who played the Jazz Trumpet Interlude for New Orleans.

Members from Bengalis United; Sharobi Chowdury,
Priyanka Sen, and Farah Rehman choreographed a dance to
a Bengali song, which offers a prayer to the Lord Krishna.
"The prayer asked the lord to help the people recover from
the dramatizing events emotionally and physically," said
Shafayet Reja, one of the event coordinators who engaged
in commercial work.

Prayers were offered by Reverend Chen Chi and Rever-
end Catherine Shuyler of the Stony Brook Interfaith Center.
The Muslim Student Association also extended prayers for
all the victims of the disaster.

Lastly, members of the Wat Vajradhammadip Thai Tem-
ple offered a Chant in Reverence for Nature. Not only did
they recognize the three natural disasters, but the recent
mudslides in the Philippines as well.
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2771 Middle Country Road
Lake Grove, New York
(Across from the Good Steer)
631.738.6968

La ke Grov

Now Offering:
1 Low Wash Prices - 30 Minutes Worth of Free

Across the Board Drying Time all day Thursday
(Thru end of March)

Drop Off Wash
& Fold Service,

V's, Tables and
Wireless Internet

Free Double-Load Wash with
every lo Washes Using our
Frequent Wash Card

Friendly Attendants
& Clean Atmosphere

Free Coffee & Dunkin
Munchkins -Saturday
& Sunday

Hit us with your
best shot.

WANTED:
student photographers brave enough to

handle any picture assignment,
from the front page to the sports section.

Contact the Statesman at photo@
sbstatesman.org

or call 632-6479.
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Senators Fail to Act, Risk Impeachment
By CECILIA KIM
Staff Writer

Tuesday's weekly senate meeting commenced,
once again, on a rather sad note concerning the possible
impeachment of senators who have yet to attend their
office hour schedules. Thus far, the threat of impeach-
ment has proven to be ineffective for apathetic senators
as the caveat of involuntary discharge has been actively
communicated by dedicated senators for the past four
weeks. Impeachment finally begins this Thursday at the-
Executive Council meeting.

Due to a short agenda, the Senate was quickly updated
by the Elections Board with a revised timeline for the
upcoming elections, and was also updated by the Judicial

Council which announced a vacancy within its council as.
Judge Ankur Parekh has been inactive for two semesters.
Apparently, Judge Parekh seems to have had transferred
to another school - a transition which the Judicial Council
seems to have just noticed, two semesters after.

During the open agenda, numerous clubs approached
the Senate to request grants to fund the necessities for
club activities and events. Stony Brook's Crew Team
requested an emergency grant of $1,772 as two rowing.
machines have oddly been stolen without detection from
the Sports Complex.

As the motion to pass the grant had been approved
and the meeting had proceeded to a five minute recess,
Senators Khan and No had decided to leave in the mid-
dle of passing grants and had reduced the already ill-at-

tended Senate to the point at which it was incapable of
voting on the remaining grant proposals. Consequently,
the remaining senators continued to ratify grants only
to ask club representatives to attend next week's meet-
ing again in order to get it fully approved by an official
majority vote.

Student organizations such as the Pep Band, the Mu-
sicians' Alliance for Peace, the Latin American Student
Organization, and China Blue have all proposed grants
to fund future activities and events which will service the
student body as well as the community. IfUSG's missing
senators decide to attend and join their few but dedicated
colleagues, these ratified grants will hopefully be passed
to fund the community service that the clubs aim to sup-
port and the fellowship they desire to foster.

Student Forecast: March 2- March S8y crtta ver

Thursday
High 31/Low 22
Snow and sleet

mix starting in the
afternoon and ending
early Friday morning

Friday.
High 38/Low 23

Storm clearing out
in the early morning,
giving way to sun and

clouds

Saturday
High 39/Low 24

Partly Cloudy

Sunday
High 40/Low 25

Mostly Sunny

Monday
High 42/Low 25

Mixed sun and clouds,
a bit warmer

Tuesday
High 40/Low 23

Partly Cloudy

Wednesday.
High 41/Low 24
Mostly Cloudy

Police Blotter
Compiled by Eugene Tan/Statesman
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erbladers

In Whitman College, rollerbladers were report-
edly seen on 2-24-06 at 2:06 PM but were
gone upon arrival of the police.

Stolen Electronics

In the University Hospital, the theft of a com-
puter was reported on 2-24-06 at 3:53 PM.
In Stimson College, a laptop was reportedly
stolen on 2-25-06 at 9:18 PM.

2/28
Incidents a teHospital

On 2-25-06 at 2:17 AM, a patient accidentally
hit a nurse, who was then treated at the Emer-
gency Room. The nurse was able to return to
work.

In the Emergency Room, a male visitor was
reportedly causing a disturbance on 2-26-06
at 6:49 PM. After he refused to leave, officers
took him into custody, processed-him, and
released him to his family.

Vandalism.

In the Engineering Building, a door was report-
edly removed from its hinges on 2-25-06 at
11:07 PM. The situation was repaired.

Noise Complaint

In Toscanini College, a report of loud music was
filed on 2-26-06 at 3:54 AM.

Stray Animals

In Rockland Hall, there was a report regarding a
hurt raccoon on 2-27-06 at 10:29 AM. An officer
responded and resolved the situation.
out of control. All appeared in order upon arrival of
the police.
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Have you ever found yourself wanting to

get involved with
campus media?

Write for Stony Brook's
premiere newspaper

Joinus ath

Stony Brook Statesman
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Joke Only!
The Comedy of Rex Navarrete

Wednesday, March 8, 8:00 p.m., Wang Theater

Funny man Rex Navarrete tackles the
issuesof home life, family, race, and religion
with good-natured stabs at his own Filipino
culture and American society. The animated
Long Island native Air Tabigue opens.

BE WARNED - NOTHING IS SACRED!

Reservations Recommended
lickets: $5 students w/ ID, and seniors
$10 general admission
$25 VIP reserved seating

To reserve tickets
E- mail : wangcenter @stonybrook.ed u, pusox3 @gmail. com
Phone: 631-632-4400 , 516-901-1832.

PTO N YT~ For more information on this aod other upcoming Wang Center Asian/American Programs,

call (631) 632.4400 or visit our Web site: www.stonybrook.edu/wang. The Charles B. Wang
Center is located on the Stony Brook University Campus, Stony Brook, NY 11794, sod isB from~T MnatoFriday, 11:00 am. to 8:00 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 2:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Guided group tours available upon request To be added to our mailing list, please e-mail
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK us at wasgcenter@stonybrook.edu. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

For a disability related accommodation, please call (631) 632.1944.

The issues. The opinions. The facts.
The latest. For your course.

For your life. For your need to know.

Tikde$ taedswduca s Subscribe to The Times
for less than 50% of the newsstand price.

Stay on top of local news, weekend attractions, nearby
getaways, an array of opportunities in your community.

Call 1-888-NYT-COLL
Or visit nytimes.conn/student

Mon. - Fri. for only $1.75 per week; Sat. & Sun. only $2.05 per week
Those rates are available only to college/university faculty and students. Offer expires 12/31/06.

This offer is valid only in areas served by The New York Times Delivery Service.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Music FOR GROWN-UPS

THE "OTHER GRAMMIES

BY MICHAEL KIMMEL
Contributing Writer

While the television audience was busy cheering Ma-
riah Carey and Sly Stone's comebacks, grooving to Kanye,
chugging with Linkin Park or straining to hear Bruce
Springsteen's barely audible mumbling imitation of Heath
Ledger, there were a host of Grammy awards given to the
less mediagenic artists. Several are really worth listening
to--including, of course, our own Emerson String Quartet's
gorgeous performance of Mendelssohn's String Quartets,
which grabbed the Grammy for Chamber Music.

Here are some others:
COUNTRY: Alison Kraus and Union Station
For example, Alison Kraus and Union Station have

established themselves as one of country music's genu-
ine crossover bands. With one foot firmly rooted in that
bluegrass soil, Kraus and her bandmates have let the other
shoe drop in rock, blues and folk music, as they continue
to rack up the Grammies and enlarge their audience.

This year, they won three - Country Performance with
vocal ("Restless"), Country Instrumental ("Unionhouse
Branch") and country album, Lonely Runs Both Ways
(Rounder), from which those two cuts were taken. If you
haven't listened to them, you're in for a treat. Kraus's voice
is plaintive and haunting--just gritty and strong enough
to belt out the tune, and just tremulous enough to linger.
in the air for a second after the song's end. Of course,
it's a country axiom that most songs have to be sad, and
many of these, like "If I Didn't Know any better," "this
Sad Song" and "My Poor Old Heart" fit the bill and are
instantly memorable.

But there's an edge here too, like the cover of Woody
Guthrie's "Pastures of Plenty" here rendered as an angrily
nasal protest song, or "Gravity," which is pitched between
longing achingly for solace and peace and defiantly still
rebellious on the road.

FOLK: Tim O'Brien and John Prine
Tim O'Brien's inspired fiddle playing has been a main-

stay in contemporary bluegrass circles for decades; he
founded Hot Rize in the late 1970s. But his twin releases,
Fiddler's Green and Cornbread Nation (both on Sugar Hill
records) landed him the Grammy for Traditional Folk Al-
bum. O'Brien doesn't just mine the traditional folk canon
here; he reinvents it, selecting a few traditional songs,
and recrafting several recently penned songs. The result
is a rare combination: music that feels simultaneously
intensely personal and emblematic of an entire culture.

In the Contemporary Folk category, John Prine edged
out Springsteen with Fair and Square (Oh Boy Records).
Prine's been around forever, and has penned dozens of
well-known and well-covered folk melodies. He continues
to pick three chord wonders, growling his vocals deep and
low and so utterly clever that you perk up and take notice.
He has always been sardonic and clever; now he's also
older and wiser, with no loss of his edge.

WORLD:Ali Farka Toure and Toumani Diabate
Ali Farka Toure and Toumani Diabate are perhaps the

most celebrated guitarist and kora players on the African
continent (the kora is a West African harp). Their col-
laboration, In the Heart of the Moon (Nonesuch), winner
for Traditional World Music, is an event of continental
proportions. Recorded in a hotel studio in Mali, the album
began as a duet on a song that Diabate's father had writ-
ten during the struggle against the French in the 1950s.
Here, it is rendered, revisited, recomposed and riffed on
galore. Toure holds down a gently flowing strumming and
Diabate's harp trills above, or Toure will improvise un-
derneath. Its magical, almost New Agey result will mostly
charm you, although there are also some long lugubrious
riffs that will lull you to sleep.

EVERYTHING IS
ILLUMINATED

PARADISE NOW

Courtesy of amazon.com

By TEJAS GAWADE
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Everything Is Illuminated

It is a notion commonly agreed that most
novel-inspired movies never live up to their
literary counterparts. Often, they are unfaithful,
and occasionally, they are just unable to capture
the themes and symbols that are so delicately
portrayed in the books. Those who have come
to love Jonathan Safran Foer's writing will be
disappointed with Everything is Illuminated. And
those who have never read his work might barely
appreciate the movie.

The story seems to revolve around the be-
spectacled, suit-and-tie main character, Jonathan
Safran Foer (Elijah Wood). Jonathan is obsessed
with digging deeper into his family tree. So, he
embarks on a purportedly enlightening trip to his
native Ukraine to ultimately track the woman who
saved his grandfather from the Nazis.

The people Jonathan meets on his journey are
supposed to illuminate new light onto his histori-
cal past. Yet, the audience will be left thirsting
for more. What made the novel a bestseller was
both its overwhelming scope and Foer's careful
weaving of the Holocaust and the present. Liev
Schreiber must have discovered at some point
that there really is no easy way to communicate
Foer's literary treasure of Nazi Germany and the
Jewish-American heritage into 102 minutes of
screenplay.

What the movie succeeds in is cinematography.
Matthew Libatique provides the audience with
rich evocative scenery and emotionally-unset-
tling flashbacks that serve well for those of us
who are less-imaginative when it comes to read-
ing the book. One particular scene that Libatique
captures beautifully is that of Jonathan staring at
his wall full of family pictures. The large scale of
both his history and his mission is shown in that
brief moment.

Unfortunately, what appeals to your eyes,
might not appeal to your ears. Foer's dialogue is
most charged with Jonathan's tour guide, Alex.
Yet what we might find funny in print might seem
banal on film. Alex, for example, frequently speaks
awkwardly eloquent phrases like "Many girls want
to be carnal with me because I'm such a premium

Courtesy of amazon.com

dancer." Without the context in the movie, the
dialogue itself seems ill-placed.

In the case of Everything Is Illuminated, the
book is much more fulfilling than the movie. For
once, it is better to read the book than watch the
movie.

Paradise Now

Making a movie about suicide bombers post
September 11 is a risk few directors will take.
However, the Israeli-born Palestinian director,
Hany Abu-Assad took that risk and made it into a
success. Paradise Now, a movie that captures the
last 48 hours of two recruited suicide bombers is
not simply about suicide bombing. With expert
cinematography, moving dialogue and thriller
sequences, it is a humane narration of friendship,
betrayal, love and family.

Two childhood best friends, Said (Kais Nashef)
and Khaled (Ali Suliman) are recruited by a ter-
rorist cell in the West Bank. They both want to die
in each other's arms as martyrs. Said can't explain
this difficult situation to his Moroccan-educated
love interest, Suha who is disgusted by violence.
The movie ends in a surprise that will keep you
glued to your seats trying to regurgitate all that
passed before your eyes.

Apart from its ability to keep your eyes trans-
fixed on the action, what makes Paradise Now
worth watching is the way it conveys emotions.
Suha's asks Said of what happens to those he
will leave behind when he embarks on his mis-
sion. When Said and Khaled get separated, the
seething paranoia and assumption of the worst
kind will sway the viewer. Most significantly,
for such carefully woven film, the dialogue does
more than simple justice. Would-be terrorists are
told that "[they] will be met by angels" upon their
martyrdom and they trust this.

It is difficult to be politically correct in the
midst of the current era. Paradise Now is not free
of this error because the movie partially focuses
more on the Israelis than the Palestinians. Yet, it
also minimizes this effect by focusing on the hu-
man aspect of the characters. In the end, we come
to understand Said and Khaled's tricky position
and the horrifying lives they lead. If you did not
walk in with an open mind, the movie opens your
eyes for you.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMI

Rockin' the Brook:

Courtesy of Man Man

BY INUR MAMOOR
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

Artist: Man Man
Album: Six Demon Bag
Release Date: Ace Fu,
February 2006

When you pop in Six Demon Bag
you are suddenly surrounded with the,
warm, fuzzy sounds that are reminis-
cent of Dixie land ambiance mixed
with a folk feel. On this, their sopho-
more release, Man Man recreate what
it would sound like if you were at a
circus with a bottle of moonshine and
the music accompanying the circus
was a collaboration between Frank
Zappa and Tom Waits.

The dreamy pop sound which
emanates from Six Demon Bag pulls
the wool over the listener's eyes, but
by using ironic lyrics Man Man put
a mocking twist on pop. The use
of whimsical language adds to the
feel good, laid back vibe. On "Van
Helsing Boombax," singer Honus
Honus croons, "When anything
that's anything becomes nothing/
that's everything/ and nothing is the
only thing you ever seem to have."
The tongue twister like lyrics has
your head spinning while the music
keeps you down. On Six Demon
Bag, Man Man was able to create a
dynamic force between music and
words. They build up songs with a
fun, almost shallow sound, but then
they throw in lyrics which make the
listener do a double take. When the
lyrics break and the facade of the
song falls apart, the encoded pleas
for help suddenly break free and
confront you.

On a whole Six Demon Bag does
not disappoint, but this does not
mean it is a perfect album. About
halfway through the album you hit

the let down of a song, "Push the
Eagles Stomach." This sloppy song
tries to reach a finish line but falls
short. It lacks the cohesive feel being
professed by the album.

Man Man shows their knack for
ingenuity on songs like "Banana
Ghost" which has an accordion
melody and on "96 Tears," with its
keyboard sounds. Yet the thing that
pulls this record up is the use of
lyrics. On "Skin Tension," Honus
Honus sings, "Let down my guard/
And there goes my heart/ Straight
out the window again." These lyrics
catch you off guard because they are
coupled with the minimalist sound of
the song. The contrast between sound
and words is like dress-up. It seems
as if Man Man is playing dress-up by
trying on different sounds but who
they truly are as musicians resides
in the lyrics.

Six Demon Bag reminds audi-
ences about the art of listening to
music; sitting back and allowing
you to become engulfed in the whole
experience. Throughout this album
there is a certain emotion which
transgresses from song to song and
music to listener.

Man Man
Six Demon Bag

1. Feathers
2. Engrish Bwudd
3. Banana Ghost
4. Young Einstein on the Beach
5. Skin Tension
6. Black Mission Goggles
7. Hot Bat
8. Push the Eagle's Stomach
9. Spider Cider
10. Van Helsing Boombox
11. Tunneling Through the Guy
12. Fishstick Gumbo
13. Ice Dogs

Statesman
Internationale

Drinking It Up in Bars of Rome

Carrie Cotton/Statesman

BY CABR COTTON
Contributing Writer

Coffee, Coffee, Coffee. It's as big a staple in
the Italian diet as pasta. You cannot sit down in,
an Italian house without hearing, "vuoi un cafe"
(do you want a coffee?). It always inevitably
comes after "how are you?" Even lessons at my
professor's house begin with coffee. However,
some people dislike coffee. You can only im-
agine the social conflicts this can cause in Italy.
When it comes to hospitality, Italians will not
take no for an answer.

There are more bars on the streets of Rome
than there are restaurants. I was introduced to
the bar phenomenon my first day in Italy when
a woman working at the hotel suggested I go to
one for breakfast. I made sure there was nothing
lost in translation, and set out for the bar wonder-
ing if my jet lag had given me the resemblance
of an alcoholic.

I arrived to find the bar was more of a cafe
with clusters of tables. Behind a long wooden
bar, a bartender dressed in a bowtie and but-
ton-down white shirt served a long row of
espresso cups. You can go into any of these
bars and purchase sandwiches, pastries, wine
and other drinks, but their number one seller is
the "cafe."-

The Italian equivalent to an American cup
of coffee is what we call shots of espresso in
America. I guess this is why no one walks
around the streets of Rome with a cup of coffee.
They would look as ridiculous as someone walk-
ing around a party nursing a shot glass. When
ordering a panini, a slice of pizza, or a pastry,
you get the option of eating it on the go, con-
veniently served in wax paper the way Dunkin
Donuts serves in Styrofoam cups. But all types
of coffee: the espressos, lattes, or cappuccinos,
never go out the door.

These bars are the Starbucks of Europe,
where Italians go to relax with friends, or to
catchup on a good book. An Italian, on the other

hand, would find that comparison a hilarious
joke. And how am I so sure of this? Because
each time I tell someone in Rome that I don't
like coffee, they tell me it is because I have never
drunk real coffee. I have only drunk "American
coffee" which is made with (this is where the
facial distortions come in) water. A somewhat
snotty little chuckle usually follows to secure
my understanding.

As one Italian woman told me today,
"American coffee is very light. Our coffee is
more living. Stronger."

The fact of the matter is the two drinks
are completely different, from the technology
right down to the coffee bean. A scoop that will
make two cups of American coffee makes one
espresso-sized cafe. If a full cup is desired milk,
not water, is added to at least three caf6s to make
a latte. A cappuccino is pretty much the same
except for the foam on top. The coffee machine
in every Italian home is made completely of
metal in an hourglass shape. It ranges in size, but
I have never seen one bigger than 10 inches tall.
The cafe is produced in a childlike magical way.
First, the bottom half is filled with water while
the top half remains empty. Next, the coffee is
placed in a circular metal filter, which separates
the two halves. They are screwed together, the
whole machine is placed on a stove bumer, and
when the water boils on the bottom half, the
cafe is produced in the empty top half, leaving
the bottom half empty.

I asked Louis Mastantuono, a Stony Brook
health science major who always has a cup of
coffee in his hand, his opinion on authentic Ital-
ian coffee: "Although I thinkthat Dunkin Donuts
is the best coffee around, I think Italian coffee
is very good too. The main difference is that it
is a lot stronger."

When it all boils down to it, American and
Italian coffee drinkers alike live in a coffee cul-
ture that values taste. So, however different or
similar their coffees maybe, the true uniqueness
lies in the people who drink it.
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DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERY
DRIVERS AND INSIDE HELP
WANTED. Flexible hours, great pay,.
need your own car for delivery.
631-751-0330.

IMMEDIATE / PART TIME
RECEPTION- SMITHTOWN
TOYOTA. We are seeking a mature
person with a friendly personal-
ity to greet our customers, answer
phones with a light data entry.
Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 4PM-
9PM. Alternate Friday 4PM-9PM.
Saturday 9AM-6PM. Alternate
Sundays 11AM-4PM. Please email
at sales@smithtowntoyota.com
INCLUDE PHONE NUMBER or
call 631-724-3300 Margaret

SPRING BREAK 2006.
Sun Splash Tours - The Experts. Book
Your Trip at The Lowest Price
Prices from $204
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

STUDIO. Includes electric, water
and heat. In the heart of Port Jefferson
Village. $650 per month. 1 year lease.
By appt. only. "The New Heritage
Inn." 631-473-2564.

PROFESSOR ON CAMPUS who has
experienced Bipolar Disorder would
like to have one-on-one contact with
and help students who also have this
illness. Also starting an evening discus-
sion group. Confidentiality is assured.
If interested, please contact Dr. Jerry
Pollock at 631-632-8924.

THE CARPET SPECIALIST.
Installations, repairs, and restretches.
Free estimates. Over 30 years experi-
ence. No job too small.
631-736-8260.

FAX SERVICES $.50
per page [including cover sheet).

Statesman Office
Student Union

Room 057

Hit us

with your
best shot.

WANTED:
student photographers brave enough to handle

any picture assignment,
from the front page to the sports section.

photo@sbstatesman.org

FOR RENT

CORAM: NORTH ISLE VILLAGE CO-OPS
Jr. 1 BR's starting at $875.00.i

1 BR's - New Carpet, Newer Kitchen $975.00
INCS. ALL GAS for heat & cooking, indoor + outdoor pools,
2 gyms, 2 saunas, billiards, and more.

MIDDLE ISLAND: LAKE POINTE CO-OPS
2 BR Ranch, EIK, Fireplace, 5 Appliances, Laundry, Freshly Painted $1300.00

FOR SALE

BELLPORT VILLAGE
PRIVATE BEACH & COUNTRY CLUB RIGHTS. 4 BR, 2 Bath Ranch. Finished
Basement, Garage, New Appliances, Brick Patio. Parklike Grounds, Many New Features
$445,000.

RIDGE: LEISURE KNOLL 55+ Community
1 BR Ranch Condo, EIK, LR, DR, NEW Bath, Garage, 5 Appliances. Freshly Painted. Walk to
Clubhouse. ONLY $199,000.

CORAM: NORTH ISLE VILLAGE
Jr. 1 BR, New Carpet, Fresh Paint, End Unit Mo. Fees includes ALL Gas for Heat, Cooking, &
Hot Water. $115,000.

PORT JEFF STATION
4 BR Ranch, Hardwood Floors, 2 Car Garage, Finished Bsmt. New Roof, Gutters, Siding &
Windows. FDR, EIK w/Skylight. Huge Backyard, Fenced. SD#3 $425,000.

YAPHANK/SHIRLEY
4 yr-old Custom Built Ranch. 4 BRs, 3 Full Baths, LR w/FPL, Finished Bsmt, Garage, Deck,
Fenced Yard. Perfect for the Oversized Family. $379,000.

. ... ~~i~ " , , ,,

Financing Available Through
Patty Kemesies
Home Mortgage Consultant
532 Broadhollow Rd., Suite 141
Melville, NY 11747
631-752-5070

Credit is subjetto approval. Some restrictions apply. This information is accurate as of date of printing and is subject to change without
notice. Wlls Fargo Home Mortgage is a division of Wells Fargo Bank, NA. 0 2005 Wells Fargo Bank, NA.All rights reserved.

Gain a Distinct Competitive Advantage
even if you have perfect vision!

NIKE MAXSIGHTTM

SPORT-TINTED CONTACT LENSES FROM BAUSCH & LOMB
(polymacon) ( Reduces Glare * Enhances Contrast

* Filters Out 95% of UVA & UVB Light
* Filters Out 90% of Distracting Blue Light

2194 Route 347 Vision World
Stony Brook www.stonybrookvisionworld.com

24ausom6-5468

246-5468

* 632-6479.

You're pregnant?
You 're frightened?

Please let us help. Life can be a wonderful choice.

Alternatives to Abortion.
Free pregnancy testing, information, counseling, and assistance.

Call 243-2373, 554-4144 or 1-800-550-4900
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Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fr Sat

Wear your red cap to be eligible for
these promotions! More Info at
www.stonybrook.edu/redcap
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www.sbstatesman.org

Stony Brook's only twice-weekly paper
now available online
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Visit Hofstra University's Graduate Open House,
SUNDAY, MARCH 12, 2006, 1-4 PM

C.V Starr Hall, South Campus

Learn about Hofstra's challenging, competitive and exciting programs. With 150 unique programs in four
schools, Hofstra has a program for you in:

< :Frank G. Zarb School of Business: M.B.A., M.S., Executive M.B.A. and advanced certificate programs

€- School of Education and Allied Human Services: M.A., M.H.A., M.S.Ed., Ed.D., Ph.D., P.D. and advanced
certificate programs

Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: M.A., M.S., Au.D., Ph.D., Psy.D. and advanced certificate programs

School of Communication: M.A. in speech communication and rhetorical studies

For further details, call 1-800-HOFSTRA, ext. 657, or e-mail graddean@hofstra.edu
0 You may RSVP online at www.hofstra.edu/gradevent

SHOFSTRA UNIVERSITY.
LC4 HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK 11549 " WWW.HOFSTRA.EDU
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LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB? GOOD.
BECAUSE RED BULL IS

LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
BRAND MANAGER ON

YOUR CAMPUSI

To find out more and to apply go to

www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855
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FAX
SERVICES

$.50
per page

(including cover sheet).
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Nicole Dulmer/Statesman

"Well come out with a
hap endng."Pi

-Coach Pikiel

BY ROB DWYER
Sports Editor

Senior day had a nice start for outgoing
seniors Hendrik Feist and Bobby Santiago.
After the seniors received their awards and
gifts in a pre-game ceremony, the crowd
heard the playing of the German national,
anthem in honor of Feist's homeland. Feist
and Santiago both got the start against Maine
and were responsible for the Seawolves' first
eight points. Santiago drained a 3 to start the
game and on the next possession, Feist used a
nice dribble fake to get himself some shooting
room and knocked down a mid-range jumper.
He then followed that up with a three-pointer
to give Stony Brook an early 5 point lead,
but the story of the game would be the three-
point shooting of the Black Bears. In the first
half alone, Maine sank 12 treys! They shot
70.6% from beyond the arc and aside from 3
free-throws and 3 buckets in the lane, all of
the Bears' first half points came from down-
town. So while Stony Brook was shooting,
30% from the floor, Maine was hitting on
50% of their attempts and having particular
success stretching their lead with their long-
range shooting. The Seawolves were down
17 at the half and despite outscoring the Bears
in the second half, recording more steals, and
committing fewer turnovers they were not
able to overcome the Bears' torrid first-half
shooting performance, and ultimately fell
by a score of 87-75. Stony Brook outscored
Maine in the paint, in fast break points, 2nd
chance points, bench points, and points off
turnovers. Mitchell Beauford had 17 points,
5 assists, and 3 steals while Bobby Santiago
had 11 points, 6 assists, and 2 steals. None of
it was enough to prevent another disappoint-
ing outcome for the Seawolves, who recently
suffered a similar defeat on Thursday night.
In that game, Stony Brook had more bench
points, assists, and steals while committing
5 fewer turnovers but still got steam-rolled
by the Hartford Hawks, 76-65. Lead by
the nation's second leading rebounder and
conference scoring leader Kenny Adeleke,

the Hawks continued their winning ways by
outrebounding the Seawolves and shooting
more accurately from the floor and beyond
the arc. Hartford's offensive rebounding
allowed them to control the paint and score
twice as many second chance buckets as the
Seawolves. The Hawk's were lead in scoring
by Paris Carter's 24 points and Adeleke's 20
points and 16 rebounds. "In this game it was
a lack of size," said coach Pikiell. "They punk
us for rebounds, we gotta play four guards for
most of the possessions. We just fight, that's
what we do. But you know, we struggle from
the foul line, we threw three air balls. It's dif-
ficult in Division I when guys are throwing up
air balls on an open look, or on a lay-up. So
we have to play defense at the end of the day
because we're not going to put up as many
points as the other team. If our defense was
where it needed to be today, we would have
had a chance." But Stony Brook's defense
had no answer for Adeleke, who is a likely
candidate for conference player of the year.
Mitchell Beauford lead the Seawolves with 15
points and 3 assists, but the team struggled to
get similair performances from other players.
"We don't have a lot of consistency," said Pik-
iell. "But all credit to them though. They've
done a nice job and the University of Hartford
is a team to really be reckoned with."

After a disappointing regular season,
Pikiell and the Seawolves now look to change
their fortunes in the conference tournament.
The winner gets an automatic berth in the
NCAA tournament. "You don't have to have
a great season anymore; you just have to have
a great weekend. We're going to go down
to that tournament and we're going to forget
about the season, and I'm gonna say, 'Guys,
it's a four game run here and if you want to
play some good basketball, play together,
rebound, and do those things we'll come out
with a happy ending."' Though coach Pikiell
may be holding a bit of an optimistic stance
on the tournament, his scenario is totally
plausible and the possibility of a miraculous
turn-around still exists for the Seawolves.
Stranger things have happened.

all Gamos


